Welcome to Beautiful Perth
and all the P’s ….

RHS Britain in Bloom judge, Bill Ronald, is one of the most
organised and prepared people I have ever met.
Bill always abides by what he calls the 7 Ps:
Proper
Prior
Planning
Prevents
Pretty
Poor
Performance
This got me to thinking about how Beautiful Perth approach our
competition judging day and I came up with a few more P’s to help
you prepare …

1

P is for Pillars
Horticultural Achievement

Environmental Responsibility

Community Participation

Horticultural Achievement, Environmental Responsibility and
Community Participation – ensure your entry covers all aspects of
the campaign and remember the judges don’t know your
community – you need to tell them everything that is going on (and
if they have visited you before just assume they know nothing
about you and then you won’t leave anything out).

2

P is for Points
SECTION A – Horticultural Achievement
Assessing year-round horticultural achievement including conservation and natural areas
MAX
Impact – design, colours, appropriate choice of plants, special features,
presentation, innovation
Horticultural Practice – cultivation and maintenance, quality of plants,
A2
sustainability, new planting
Residential and Community Gardening – residential, communal areas,
A3
allotments, public buildings (grounds of churches, schools etc.), car parks
Business Areas and Premises (if applicable) - retail and shopping areas,
A4
leisure sites, transport terminals, farms, rural businesses, hotels/pubs, post
offices, tourist areas/attractions, offices, estate agents
TOTAL POINTS AWARDED FOR SECTION A
50% of maximum points
Areas for Improvement:
A1

ACTUAL

25
25
25
25
100

Areas of Achievement
SECTION B – Environmental Responsibility
Assessing year-round activities improving environmental responsibility
MAX
B1

Conservation and Biodiversity – wildlife areas, natural habitat

Resource Management – recycling, minimizing demand placed on natural
resources and any harmful impact on the environment
Local Heritage – management and development of local heritage and/or
identity, inclusive of natural heritage
Local Environmental Quality – management of vacant premises and plots,
B4
litter, graffiti, fly-posting, dog fouling etc.
Pride of Place – management of street furniture, Green Spaces, signage, art
B5
in the landscape and hard landscaping
TOTAL POINTS AWARDED FOR SECTION A
25% of maximum points
Areas for Improvement

ACTUAL

10

B2

10

B3

10
10

10
50

Areas of Achievement

Go through the criteria for all the pillars with a fine tooth comb and
ensure that you have covered all areas on the marking sheet and
are evidencing your good work across the whole spectrum of
requirements.

3

P is for Planning

Start early with this – get your whole team together and discuss
what you want to show, what are your best bits, what you simply
can’t leave out and what route you will take on the day. Start
making lists of tasks to address and who is best to undertake
them. Your route will evolve as your seasons’ efforts evolve but it
is good to have a starting point that can be honed as the weeks go
by.

4

P is for Portfolio

Although there are no actual points awarded for the portfolio it is a
very important tool to evidence to the judges things that you won’t
necessarily be able to show them on judging day. This could
include year round activities (that Burns Night fundraiser for
example), projects that are on-going with other groups in your
community who are unable to be present on the day and facts and
figures that you might forget to share on the day. Photographs
included should be from the current twelve months – old
photographs (unless they are demonstrating a “before and after”)
shouldn’t be used.

5

P is for Presentation …

Keep it slick and relevant and use it to give a short overview of
your activities but not too much detail on things that you will be
showing the judges in person. Choose your best presenter to give
the presentation – remember you want to really impress the judges
in a concise, articulate and focussed manner.

6

P is for Partnerships ….

Remember to tell the judges about all the different partnerships
you are involved with to make your wider campaign happen. This
could be local authority officers, other community groups,
residential care homes, schools, nurseries etc. Hopefully you will
arrange to meet many of these along the route. The judges really
enjoy meeting the real people that you have real relationships with.

7

P is for pictures ….

Take lots! It’s so easy these days with mobile phones BUT it is
also far too easy to misplace them amongst the hundreds of
images we all take in our daily lives. My advice would be set up
folders on your computer and file by activity day/theme/action etc
so when you come to put your portfolio and presentations together
you have all the images you want at your fingertips – or appoint
someone in your group to be the photo archivist!

8

P is for People …. Young Ones

The campaign is so much about the people you work with –
remember to explain about their input and try to evidence this in
your portfolio, presentation or even better arrange to meet them at
different points along your judging tour.

9

P is for People …. Young at Heart

10

P is for Participation

I love this photograph! This was Beautiful Perth volunteers
working alongside horti students from Perth College and officers
from the Community Greenspace at Perth and Kinross Council –
great teamwork.

11

P is for Poles …

Banner poles and flagpoles can help promote your message far
and wide …

12

P is for Promotion …

Remember to explain to the judges how you spread the word
whether it is through traditional media such as newspapers and
radio or social media, promotional leaflets etc. One group I know
even commissioned a special piece of music to spread their
message!

13

P is for Polytunnels…
….

If you have these, they can often be a fair way off the judging route
and at the time of the judges’ arrival will be pretty empty and
lacking in colour. So remember to take photographs when they are
bursting at the seams and when you are planting and cultivating
earlier in the season

14

P is for Planting ….

Include information about all your planting schemes, why the
particular schemes have been chosen and for what purpose
(Impact? Biodiversity? Sustainability?)

15

P is for Plastics ….(and other
recyclables!)

Include evidence of recycling rates, innovative schemes and
community buy in to working towards zero waste

16

P is for ££££££ ……

Even Keel

Remember to tell the judges about your financial status, how you
fund your activities, fundraising events, grants, sponsors and
donations. The creative ways in which you fund raise really do
interest the judges – my favourite was a beer and chilli evening for
one of our groups.

17

P is for Public spending…

In these times of austerity and reduced public spending on nonstatutory services, it is important to explain to the judges how you
are addressing this. It might be that you have bought a ride-on
mower and taken on some of the grass cutting, or are
supplementing the local authority cutting with hand-edging paths to
sharpen them up.

18

P is for pragmatism

Seek practical solutions to problems that might arise. We had a
very late delivery one very wet summer and our partierre beds
were a soggy mess. We took a swift decision to replace some of
the planting with gravel chips as is popular in traditional box hedge
gardens – a practical solution which was also easy to implement
with dozens of willing volunteers barrowing tons of gravel.

19

P is for Projects …

Remember to showcase all your projects – large and small.
Showing development and continuity are key to success.

20

P is for popular features ….

Always show off your best bits ……don’t show anything that is less
than perfect.

21

P is for Payback …

Community Payback’s Unpaid Work Team are an invaluable
resource – contact your local council and find out how to refer your
tasks. The Unpaid Work team are great for digging, painting,
removing graffiti and even watering.

22

P is for problems ….

Keep a careful eye on your route and ensure that any problems
that arise are dealt with swiftly – graffiti, flytipping and litter can
spring from seemingly nowhere! Two days before judging last year
we painted out graffiti on a doorway and it was back within 24
hours – so don’t assume just because you’ve tackled it once that it
won’t come back to bite you.

23

P is for posters ….

As above – keep a watchful eye on this – they can literally turn up
overnight.

24

P is for Painting …

Keep all your infrastructure in tip top condition – a lick of paint can
do wonders for old fences, benches, planters and gateways. Our
local authority give us tins of paint for some of the public benches
– so that we can supplement the maintenance crews busy
schedules.

25

P is for Panic …

(Well, no DON’T’!!). If something has failed or gone wrong then
adjust your route accordingly. Our wildflower roundabout was
absolutely spectacular to begin with but one year it failed
completely and just looked like a weedy mess. So we simply
avoided that junction on our route.

26

P is for Preparation …

Be prepared for any situation, especially with the British weather to
contend with. We have had boiling hot judging days, very, very
wet judging days and sometimes a bit of both on the same day!
Water bottles (not single use plastic), hot drinks, umbrellas and dry
towels are all essential to have to hand.

27

P is for Pioneer …

It’s a really good idea to have somebody ahead of the judging
party making sure no “nasties” have turned up unexpectedly. This
photo was taken early morning of judging day when the seagulls
had ransacked the bin bags – knowing about it early meant that we
could swiftly address the problem and by the time the judging party
came by there was nothing to see except a beautifully swept
pavement. One memorable judging day there were really high
winds and on my way to meet the judges I had to keep stopping
the car and was litterpicking while I was suited and booted.

28

P is for Positivity…

Remember to be positive with the judges – we all have challenges
to face but remember to explain what your group has done to
make change for the good (we litterpick regularly ….. rather than
that lane is always a mess and we are sick of it …)

29

P is for Punctuality …

This is so important – it is so easy to misjudge your tour timings
when the judges are meeting folk along the way (don’t be afraid to
cut conversations short so that you keep to time). Brief the people
you are meeting explaining that they will only get x minutes slot
with the judges and that if you are running short of time that you
may need to stop them and move on. We use a strong nod of the
head but any signal is fine as long as everyone knows the signal

30

P is for Party …..

Do remember to celebrate afterwards. There’s such a lot of hard
work that goes into judging day it is important to build in a wee
celebration afterwards to thank all your volunteers and
contributors.

31

